
1 этап Всероссийской олимпиады школьников по английскому языку, 2016г.
Комплект заданий для учащихся 11 класса

READING
Количество баллов - 13
Задание 1 Установите соответствие между заголовками 1-8 и текстами A-G. 
Запишите свои ответы в таблицу. Используйте каждую цифру только один раз. В 
задании есть один лишний заголовок.

1. Party dessert 3. Taking care of a pet 5. Giving a party 7. Fun on the way
2. Outdoor game 4. Collecting things 6. Party animals 8. Party game

A. Ask your parents for permission to have a party. Decide what kind of party you want and 
whether it will be held indoors or outdoors. Send written invitations to your friends. Tell them 
what kind of party you are having, at what time, where, and whether or not the guests should 
wear costumes. Make a list of games you would like to play. Ask your mother to help you 
prepare refreshments. Ice cream, cake, cookies, and lemonade are good for any party.

B. This activ ity makes everybody laugh. Have the guests sit around the room. Choose one person 
о be a pussycat. The pussy must go over to a guest and do his/her best to make the guest laugh, 
de/she can make funny meows and walk around like a cat. The pussy goes from one guest to 
mother until someone laughs. The first one to laugh becomes the new pussy.

C. It’s easy to make a cake from a cake mix that you get from the grocery store. You usually add 
>nly water or milk. Cake mixes come in many flavours, such as chocolate, lemon, banana, vanilla 
md others. When you make a cake from a mix, always follow the directions on the package 
arefully. Then you can be sure that your cake will turn out right and your guests will enjoy it. 
Лапу mixes have a small envelope of powdered frosting hidden inside the flour.

D. As you ride on a bus with your friends, get someone to start singing. Everyone joins in. At the 
irst crossroad, another person starts a different song, and everyone joins in. Keep changing songs 
t every crossroad.

E. Looking after cats is easy. They wash themselves every day and eat almost any food. Cats like 
э drink milk and cream. But they need to be fed on fish, beef, liver, and other kinds of meat, 
hey need a clean, dry bed at night. You can use a basket or a cardboard box for your cat’s bed. 
Eats like to play with a rubber ball or chase a string.

EL You can have a whole army of toy soldiers made of tin, wood or plastic. Some may be dressed 
i fancy uniforms, some may be sitting on horses. Others may be ready for battle, carrying guns 
nd shoulder packs. You can have soldiers from other countries, or only Civil War soldiers or 
nly modern soldiers. If you get two soldiers that are alike, trade your extra soldier with another 
)y soldier lover.

j . Even animals get involved in elections. The donkey and elephant have been political symbols 
l the USA for more than 100 years. Why? In 1828, Democrat Andrew Jackson ran for president, 
rities said he was stubborn as a donkey. The donkey has been the symbol of the Democratic 
arty ever since. In the 1870s. newspaper cartoonists began using the elephant to stand for the 
epubliean Party.

Текст A В С D Е F G
Заголовок 6 __ 3 ц _6___ Г7



адание 2 Прочитайте текст и заполните пропуски A-F частями предложений, обозна- 
гнными цифрами 1-7. Одна из частей в списке 1-7 — лишняя. Занесите цифры, обознача
ющие соответствующие части предложений, в таблицу.

Is there enough to say?
hey only appeared about ten years ago but already they are everywhere, everyone’s got one. 

hey are the wonder of the modem age — mobile phones, or cell phones, A
____________ . Apparently, mobile phones are now used by about 2.5 billion people

orldwide. and about one billion new mobile phones are sold every year worldwide. Go back to 
997, and only 100 million were sold. As we can see, the mobile phone business

,nd the developments keep on coming. Once we could only make phone calls; now mobile
hones
' _____________________and do many other useful things. Once we had to hold our mobile
hones in our hand: now we can use throat microphones. What next? We are told that soon, tiny 
licrophones will be implanted into our lips. We‘11 be able to dial numbers just by saying them, 
ut surely we need to ask ourselves: What’s good about this? OK, we can talk to other people 
Imost all the time now — but is that so great? Watch and listen to people when a plane has 
inded. Anxious
1_____________________, dial a number, and then: “It’s me, I'm here. I’ll be there in twenty
linutes.” Is this communication? Is this what all these years of technology have brought us to? 
l the early days of communication there were letters. When they arrived at your house, you 
new they had been delivered by a man E _____________________ .
i those days, people would think very hard before they wrote a letter. You had to have a good 
:ason to write — communication was serious. Now it’s not — people phone each other

__________ . Once the phone was a way for people far away from each other to talk
- now it’s just an excuse to talk.

1. has been developed very quickly
2. not understand why they are doing it for
3. as Americans call them
4. riding halfway across the country on a horse
5. just because they can
6. can also be used to take and send photos
7. fingers immediately switch on the mobile phone

Пропуск A В С D Е F G
Часть
предложения Ъ 1 6 Т ц 5 1
USE OF ENGLISH
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Количество баллов -  13

Преобразуйте слова так, чтобы они грамматически соответствовали 
содержанию текста

Kid inventions
ecky Schroedcr w'as only 10 years old when she came up with the idea of the glo-paper. Two 
ears L K E L l a TE, in 1974. her invention was patented. F i s h N O T  HAVE ears, 
ut they dej have a structure inside their head that is very much like our own inner ear. “The cold 
indscape that we arc accustomed to in northern Canada M U i ,  B E  BE a thing of the
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past soon,” specialists predict. At that time as many as 200,000 people lived in Teotihuacan in 
tW H ^ THEY 2,000 houses. 4~

My dream house _ __
1 live in a block of flats in one of the residential areas of my town. My flat is on the \ У /ЕЦг 
TWELVE floor. When the lift is faulty, it is very hard to get to the flat on .foot. Nowadays, a visit -f- 
to the Great Wall is like a tour through history backwards; it feUOPbUfeRING tourists great _  
excitement to walk on the Great Wall of China, to stand on a watchtower and view the wall 
disappearing in the distance. Albert Einstein is remembered as the greatest theoretical physicist in 
the world. His ideasG^CCD CHANGE science forever. —
History of animated cartoons
Cartoon animation has a long history. A cartoon is made by drawing many pictures and showing 
them one after another so quickly that the pictures V IM ^ u V  fin a l  seem to move. The 
most prominent of animated cartoons were made by Walt Disney. The convenience and 

EFFECTIVE of the Web is amazing. If we want to see a movie, find a place to 
eat or get in touch with a friend, we go to the Web before we call on the phone. Because the

4 ~

audiences were made up of MAIN young people with low incomes and students,
discounted tickets were introduced. Some great inventions were created S T H V U ___SIMPLE
by mistake, others by trial and error. In 1997, the UK subscribed to the Kyoto Protocol binding 
developed countries to reduce emissions of the six main greenhouse gases. The Protocol declares 
environmental P ^ T E cTXONprotect. The chips gained even more »  POPULAR 
in 1926 when a wax paper potato chip bag was invented that helped to keep the r̂i fresh and crisp.
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1 этап Всероссийской олимпиады школьников по английскому языку, 2016г.

Комплект заданий для учащихся 11 класса

READING
Количество баллов - 13
Задание 1 Установите соответствие между заголовками 1-8 и текстами A-G. 
Запишите свои ответы в таблицу. Используйте каждую цифру только один раз. В 
задании есть один лишний заголовок.

<ТГРаЛу dessert 3-fTaking care of a pet ^fGiving a party -77 Fun on the way
2. Outdoor game A. Collecting things ,6cParty animals ^Party  game

A. Ask your parents for permission to have a party. Decide what kind of party you want and 
whether it will be held indoors or outdoors. Send written invitations to your friends. Tell them 
what kind of party you are having, at what time, where, and whether or not the guests should 
wear costumes. Make a list of games you would like to play. Ask your mother to help you 
prepare refreshments. Ice cream, cake, cookies, and lemonade are good for any party.

B. This activity makes everybody laugh. Have the guests sit around the room. Choose one person 
to be a pussycat. The pussy must go over to a guest and do his/her best to make the guest laugh. 
He/she can make funny meows and walk around like a cat. The pussy goes from one guest to 
another until someone laughs. The first one to laugh becomes the new pussy.

C. It’s easy to make a cake from a cake mix that you get from the grocery store. You usually add 
only water or milk. Cake mixes come in many flavours, such as chocolate, lemon, banana, vanilla 
and others. When you make a cake from a mix, always follow the directions on the package 
carefully. Then you can be sure that your cake will turn out right and your guests will enjoy it. 
Many mixes have a small envelope of powdered frosting hidden inside the flour.

I). As you ride on a bus with your friends, get someone to start singing. Everyone joins in. At the 
first crossroad, another person starts a different song, and everyone joins in. Keep changing songs 
at every crossroad.

E. Looking after cats is easy. They wash themselves every day and eat almost any food. Cats like 
:o drink milk and cream. But they need to be fed on fish, beef, liver, and other kinds of meat. 
They need a clean, dry bed at night. You can use a basket or a cardboard box for your cat’s bed. 
fats like to play with a rubber ball or chase a string.

F. You can have a whole army of toy soldiers made of tin, wood or plastic. Some may be dressed 
n fancy uniforms, some may be sitting on horses. Others may be ready for battle, carrying guns 
md shoulder packs. You can have soldiers from other countries, or only Civil War soldiers or 
inly modern soldiers. If you get two soldiers that are alike, trade your extra soldier with another 
oy soldier lover.

G. Even animals get involved in elections. The donkey and elephant have been political symbols 
n the USA for more than 100 years. Why? In 1828, Democrat Andrew Jackson ran for president, 
fritics said he was stubborn as a donkey. The donkey has been the symbol of the Democratic 
’arty ever since. In the 1870s. newspaper cartoonists began using the elephant to stand for the 
Republican Party.

Текст A В C
Z
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Задание 2 Прочитайте текст и заполните пропуски A-F частями предложений, обозна
ченными цифрами 1-7. Одна из частей в списке 1-7 — лишняя. Занесите цифры, обознача
ющие соответствующие части предложений, в таблицу.

Is there enough to say?
They only appeared about ten years ago but already they are everywhere, everyone’s got one. 
They are the wonder of the modem age — mobile phones, or cell phones, A
_____________________. Apparently, mobile phones are now used by about 2.5 billion people
worldwide, and about one billion new mobile phones are sold every year worldwide. Go back to 
1997, and only 100 million were sold. As we can see, the mobile phone business 
В________ |____________.
And the developments keep on coming. Once we could only make phone calls; now mobile
phones
C _____________________and do many other useful things. Once we had to hold our mobile
phones in our hand; now we can use throat microphones. What next? We are told that soon, tiny 
microphones will be implanted into our lips. We’ll be able to dial numbers just by saying them. 
But surely we need to ask ourselves: What’s good about this? OK, we can talk to other people 
almost all the time now — but is that so great? Watch and listen to people when a plane has 
landed. Anxious
D _____________________, dial a number, and then: “It’s me, I’m here. I'll be there in twenty
minutes.” Is this communication? Is this what all these years of technology have brought us to?
In the early days of communication there were letters. When they arrived at your house, you 
knew they had been delivered by a man E _____________________ .
In those days, people would think very hard before they wrote a letter. You had to have a good 
reason to write — communication was serious. Now it’s not — people phone each other
F_____________  . Once the phone was a way for people far away from each other to talk
— now it's just an excuse to talk.

TChas been developed very quickly 
2. not understand why they are doing it for 
jCas Americans call them 
4. riding halfway across the country on a horse 
Xjust because they can 
Х"еап also be used to take and send photos 
Xfingers immediately switch on the mobile phone

Пропуск A В С D E F G
Часть
предложения G % fS

4 T 4 -f-
USE OF ENGLISH

Количество баллов -  13

Преобразуйте слова так, чтобы они грамматически соответствовали 
содержанию текста

Kid inventions
lecky Schroeder was only 10 years old when she came up with the idea of th& glo-paper. Two 
ears (JgC^fcLATE, in 1974, her invention was patented. Fish HAVE ears,
ut they do have a structure inside their head that is very much like our own inner ear. “The cold 
mdscape that we are accustomed to in northern Canada__ WdL<;______ BE a thing of the



st soon,” specialists predict. At that time as many as 200,000 people lived in Teotihuacan in 
TMiftTHEY 2,000 houses. 't -

му dream house . .
I live in a block of flats in one of the residential areas of my town. My flat is on the \ Wtz 
TWELVE floor. When the lift is faulty, it is very hard to get to the flat on foot. Nowadays, a visit 
to the Great Wall is like a tour through history backwards; i t№ № H kRING tourists great — 
excitement to walk on the Great Wall of China, to stand on a watchtower and view the wall
disappearing in the distance^Aibert Einstein is remembered as the greatest theoretical physicist in 
the world. His ideas C H P  ^CHANGE science forever. r,
History of animated cartoons
Cartoon animation has a long history. A cartoon is made by drawing many pictures and showing 
them one after another so quickly that the pictures f(A/ALY f in a l  seem to move. The 
most PLoni^m^ol-f^nkijite^ xartoons were made by Walt Disney. The convenience and 

EFFECTIVE'of the Web is amazing. If we want to see a movie, find a place to
eat or get in touch with a friend, we go to the Web before we call on the phone. Because the 
audiences were made up of H M m -УМAIN young people with low incomes4 and students,
discounted tickets were introduced. Some great inventions were created S’ 1 Kl L Y SIMPLE 
by mistake, others by trial and error. In 1997, the UK subscribed to the Kyoto Protocol binding 
developed countries to reduce emissions of the six main greenhouse gases. The Protocol declares 
environmental ( iCM/pROTECT. The chips gained even more POPULAR

■f—
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in 1926 when a wax paper potato chip bag was invented that helped to keep th^nfresh and crisp.mem tresn and crisp. . .
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j jiiin пссроссиискои олимпиады школьников по английскому языку, 2016г.
Комплект заданий для учащихся 11 класса

READING
Количество баллов - 13
Задание 1 Установите соответствие между заголовками 1-8 и текстами A-G. 
Запишите свои ответы в таблицу. Используйте каждую цифру только один раз. В 
задании есть один лишний заголовок.

I. Party dessert 3. Taking care of a pet 5. Giving a party 7. Fun on the way
. Outdoor game 4. Collecting things 6. Party animals 8. Party game

V. Ask your parents for permission to have a party. Decide what kind of party you want and 
hether it will be held indoors or outdoors. Send written invitations to your friends. Tell them 
hat kind of party you are having, at what time, where, and whether or not the guests should 
ear costumes. Make a list of games you would like to play. Ask your mother to help you 
■epare refreshments. Ice cream, cake, cookies, and lemonade are good for any party.

!. This activity makes everybody laugh. Have the guests sit around the room. Choose one person 
be a pussycat. The pussy must go over to a guest and do his/her best to make the guest laugh, 

e/she can make funny meows and walk around like a cat. The pussy goes from one guest to 
lother until someone laughs. The first one to laugh becomes the new pussy.

It’s easy to make a cake from a cake mix that you get from the grocery store. You usually add 
ly water or milk. Cake mixes come in many flavours, such as chocolate, lemon, banana, vanilla 
d others. When you make a cake from a mix, always follow the directions on the package 
refully. Then you can be sure that your cake will turn out right and your guests will enjoy it. 
any mixes have a small envelope of powdered frosting hidden inside the flour.

. As you ride on a bus with your friends, get someone to start singing. Everyone joins in. At the 
st crossroad, another person starts a different song, and everyone joins in. Keep changing songs 
svery crossroad.

M r
Looking after cats is easy. They wash themselves every day and eat almost any food. Cats like 

drink milk and cream. But they need to be fed on fish, beef, liver, and other kinds of meat, 
ey need a clean, dry bed at night. You can use a basket or a cardboard box for your cat’s bed. 
ts like to play with a rubber ball or chase a string.

You can have a whole army of toy soldiers made of tin, wood or plastic. Some may be dressed 
ancy uniforms, some may be sitting on horses. Others may be ready for battle, carrying guns 
shoulder packs. You can have soldiers from other countries, or only Civil War soldiers or 

у modern soldiers. If you get two soldiers that are alike, trade your extra soldier with another 
soldier lover.

Even animals get involved in elections. The donkey and elephant have been political symbols 
ic USA for more than 100 years. Why? In 1828. Democrat Andrew Jackson ran for president, 
ics said he was stubborn as a donkey. The donkey has been the symbol of the Democratic 
у ever since. In the 1870s, newspaper cartoonists began using the elephant to stand for the 
ublican Party.

Текст A В c D E F G
Заголовок «**b \____ Л 4 4



Задание 2 Прочитайте текст и заполните пропуски A-F частями предложений, обозна
ченными цифрами 1-7. Одна из частей в списке 1-7 — лишняя. Занесите цифры, обознача
ющие соответствующие части предложений, в таблицу.

Is there enough to say?
They only appeared about ten years ago but already they are everywhere, everyone’s got one. 
They are the wonder of the modern age — mobile phones, or cell phones, A
____________ _______b Apparently, mobile phones are now used by about 2.5 billion people
worldwide, and about one billion new mobile phones are sold every year worldwide. Go back to 
1997, and only 100 million were sold. As we can see, the mobile phone business 
В Л
And the developments keep on coming. Once we could only make phone calls; now mobile
phones я
C ______ 0_________ and do many other useful things. Once we had to hold our mobile
phones in our hand; now we can use throat microphones. What next? We are told that soon, tiny 
microphones will be implanted into our lips. We’ll be able to dial numbers just by saying them. 
But surely we need to ask ourselves: What’s good about this? OK, we can talk to other people 
almost all the time now' — but is that so great? Watch and listen to people when a plane has 
landed. Anxious
D ____________ A_______ , dial a number, and then: “It's me, Tin here. I'll be there in twenty
minutes.” Is this communication? Is this what all these years of technology have brought us to?
In the early days of communication there were letters. When they arrived at your house, you 
knew they had been delivered by a man E ____ ________________ .
In those days, people would think very hard before they wrote a letter. You had to have a good 
reason to write —- communication was serious. Now it’s not — people phone each other
F________^ _______ . Once the phone was a way for people far away from each other to talk
— now it's just an excuse to talk.

1. has been developed very quickly
2. not understand why they are doing it for
3. as Americans call them
4. riding halfway across the country on a horse
5. just because they can
6. can also be used to take and send photos
7. lingers immediately switch on the mobile phone

Пропуск A В С D Е F G
Часть
предложения 3 7 6 7 Y т

*4- -T —A r~ f ~  - j -

USE OF ENGLISH

Количество баллов -  13

Преобразуйте слова так, чтобы они грамматически соответствовали 
содержав ию текста

Kid inventions
Becky Schroeder was only 10 years old when she came up with the idea of the glo-paper. Two 
years (a -LLt LATE, in 1974, her invention was patented. Fish WA ул 1 - j NOT HAVE ears, 
but they do have a structure inside their head that is very much like our own inner ear. “The cold 
landscape that we are accustomed to in northern Canada \M ikS>________BE a thing of the



past soon.5' specialists predict. At that time as many as 200,000 people lived in Teotihuacan in 
THEY 2,000 houses.

My dream house
I live in a block of flats in one of the residential areas of my town. My flat is on the -
TWELVE floor. When the lift is faulty, it is very hard to get to the flat on foot. Nowadays, a visit 
to the Great Wall is like a tour through history backwards; it BRING tourists great -f-
excitement to walk on the Great Wall of China, to stand on a watchtower and view the wall 
disappearing in the distance. Albert Einstein is remembered as the greatest theoretical physicist in 
the world. His idea^ed/^y^ CHANGE science forever. ^
History of animated car a w
Cartoon animation has a long history. A cartoon is made by, drawing many pictures and showing 
them one after another so quickly that the pictures j /  rUJ {  W  FINAL seem to move. The 
mosj prominent of animated cartoons were made by Walt Disney. The convenience and 

EFFECTIVE of the Web is amazing. If we want to see a movie, find a place to 
irPteat or get irrtouch with a friend, we go to the Web before we call on the phone. Because the

audiences were made up o fwcunUi MAIN young people with low incomes a/id students,
1. Somdiscounted tickets were introduced. Some great inventions were created__ fi лл Z

in 1926 when a wax paper potato chip bag was invented that helped to keep them fresh and cris

Общее количество баллов - 26
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by mistake, others by trial and error. In 1997, the UK subscribed to the Kyoto Prcft6col binding 
developed countries to reduce emissions of the six main greenhouse gases. The Protocol declares 
environmental p  f o j  &CM 0  M__PROTECT. The chips gained even morep^PU/^/POPULAR



- - ......,vM)uunntKOH олимпиады школьников по английскому языку, 2016г.
Комплект заданий для учащихся 11 класса

READING
Количество баллов - 13
Задание 1 Установите соответствие между заголовками 1-8 и текстами A-G. 
Запишите свои ответы в таблицу. Используйте каждую цифру только один раз. В 
задании есть один лишний заголовок.

1. Party dessert 3. Taking care of a pet 5. Giving a party 7. Fun on the way
2. Outdoor game 4. Collecting things 6. Party animals 8. Party game

A. Ask your parents for permission to have a party. Decide what kind of party you want and 
whether it will be held indoors or outdoors. Send written invitations to your friends. Tell them 
what kind of party you are having, at what time, where, and whether or not the guests should 
wear costumes. Make a list of games you w'ould like to play. Ask your mother to help you 
prepare refreshments. Ice cream, cake, cookies, and lemonade are good for any party.

B. This activity makes everybody laugh. Have the guests sit around the room. Choose one person 
to be a pussycat. The pussy must go over to a guest and do his/her best to make the guest laugh. 
He/she can make funny meows and walk around like a cat. The pussy goes from one guest to 
another until someone laughs. The first one to laugh becomes the new pussy.

C. It's easy to make a cake from a cake mix that you get from the grocery store. You usually add 
only water or milk. Cake mixes come in many favours, such as chocolate, lemon, banana, vanilla 
and others. When you make a cake from a mix, always follow the directions on the package 
carefully. Then you can be sure that your cake will turn out right and your guests will enjoy it. 
Many mixes have a small envelope of powdered frosting hidden inside the flour.

D. As you ride on a bus w ith your friends, get someone to start singing. Everyone joins in. At the 
first crossroad, another person starts a different song, and everyone joins in. Keep changing songs 
at every crossroad.

E. Looking after cats is easy. They wash themselves every day and eat almost any food. Cats like 
to drink milk and cream. But they need to be fed on fish, beef, liver, and other kinds of meat. 
They need a clean, dry bed at night. You can use a basket or a cardboard box for your cat’s bed. 
Cats like to play with a rubber ball or chase a string.

F. You can have a whole army of toy soldiers made of tin, wood or plastic. Some may be dressed 
in fancy uniforms, some may be sitting on horses. Others may be ready for battle, carrying guns 
and shoulder packs. You can have soldiers from other countries, or only Civil War soldiers or 
only modern soldiers. If you get two soldiers that are alike, trade your extra soldier with another 
toy soldier lover.

G. Even animals get involved in elections. The donkey and elephant have been political symbols 
in the USA lor more than 100 years. Why? In 1828, Democrat Andrew Jackson ran for president. 
Critics said he was stubborn as a donkey. The donkey has been the symbol of the Democratic 
Party ever since. In the 1870s, newspaper cartoonists began using the elephant to stand for the 
Republican Party.

Текст A В С D E F G
Заголовок 5* 7_ 3 > b



Задание 2 Прочитайте текст и заполните пропуски A-F  частями предложений, обозна
ченными цифрами 1-7. Одна из частей в списке 1-7 — лишняя. Занесите цифры, обознача
ющие соответствующие части предложений, в таблицу.

Is there enough to say?
They only appeared about ten years ago but already they are everywhere, everyone's got one. 
They are the wonder of the modem age — mobile phones, or cell phones, A
_____________________. Apparently, mobile phones are now used by about 2.5 billion people
worldwide, and about one billion new mobile phones are sold every year worldwide. Go back to 
1997, and only 100 million were sold. As we can see, the mobile phone business 
В___________ _________ .
And the developments keep on coming. Once we could only make phone calls; now mobile
phones
C ______ ______________ and do many other useful things. Once we had to hold our mobile
phones in our hand; now we can use throat microphones. What next? We are told that soon, tiny 
microphones will be implanted into our lips. We’ll be able to dial numbers just by saying them. 
But surely we need to ask ourselves: What’s good about this? OK, we can talk to other people 
almost all the time now — but is that so great? Watch and listen to people when a plane has 
landed. Anxious
I) . dial a number, and then: "It's me, I'm here. I'll be there in twenty
minutes. " Is this communication? Is this what all these years of technology have brought us to?
In the early days of communication there were letters. When they arrived at your house, you 
knew they had been delivered by a man E ____________________ .
In those days, people would think very hard before they wrote a letter. You had to have a good 
reason to write — communication was serious. Now it’s not — people phone each other
F_________________ . Once the phone was a way for people far away from each other to talk
— now it's just an excuse to talk.

1. has been developed very quickly
2. not understand why they are doing it for
3. as Americans call them
4. riding halfway across the country on a horse
5. just because they can
6. can also be used to take and send photos
7. lingers immediately switch on the mobile phone
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Kid inventions
Becky Schroeder was only 10 years old when she came up with the idea of the glo-paper. Two 
years /q-ИТ LATE, in 1974, her invention was patented. Fish W  ̂hot NOT HAVE ears, 
but they do have a structure inside their head that is very much like our own inner ear. "The cold 
landscape that we are accustomed to in northern Canada Wq у_____ BE a thing of the



past soon, specialists predict. At that time as many as 200,000 people lived in Teotihuacan in 
THEY 2,000 houses.

My dream house
1 live in a block of Oats in one of the residential areas of my town. My flat is on the 
TWELVE floor. When the lift is faulty, it is very hard to get to the flat on foot. Nowadays, a visit 
to the Great Wall is like a tour through history backwards; it Ьгоц  ^HBRING tourists great -  
excitement to walk on the Great Wall of China, to stand on a watchtower and view the wall 
disappearing in the distance. Albert Einstein is remembered as the greatest theoretical physicist in 
the world. His ideas ()aqiâ C H A N G E  science forever. —
History of animated cartoons
Cartoon animation has a long history. A cartoon is made by drawing many pictures and showing
them one after another so quickly that the pictures j\ ^  A _____FINAL seem to move. The
most prominent of animated cartoons were made by Walt Disney. The convenience and 

ff-fcc ft EFFECTIVE of the Web is amazing. If we want to see a movie, find a place to '
eat or get in touch with a friend, we go to the Web before we call on the phone. Because the - 
audiences were made up of YyvOn̂ } MAIN young people with low incomes and students, 
discounted tickets were introduced. Some great inventions were created Vi P h  SIMPLE 
by mistake, others by trial and error. In 1997, the UK subscribed to the Kyoto Protocol binding 
developed countries to reduce emissions of the six main greenhouse gases. The Protqgqljdeclares
environmental jiK e-t-fc fiQ W _PROTECT. The chips gained even more рорМ)(И I^OPLLAR ' f
in 1926 when a wax paper potato chip bag was invented that helped to keep them fresh and crisp, -f-
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